10-10.301 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
10-10.301

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PP

Cloth structure

Monofilament

Surface treatment

Heat-set and calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~10

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

15 ± 50%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

90

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72415528
72415530
-

Type II

1000
1500
2000
2500

72415531
72415532
72415534

PTS 70 mm

1500
1750
2000

-

PTS 90 mm

1000
1500
1750
2000
2250
2500

72393268
-

APPROVALS
Approved according to 2004/1935/EG, declaration of
conformity available on request.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 10-00.003 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth
(Cricketfilter only).

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

10-10.306 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.
Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
10-10.306

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PP

Cloth structure

Monofilament

Surface treatment

Calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~45

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

~66

Max. Temp. (ºC)

90

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Approved according to 2004/1935/EG, declaration of
conformity available on request.
Approved according to FDA, declaration of conformity
available on request.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 10-00.003 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72462888
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

72432853
72432855

22042021

Wash the filter cloth before use.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

10-10.309 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
10-10.309

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PP

Cloth structure

Monofilament

Surface treatment

Calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~60

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

90 ± 30%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

90

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Approved according to 2004/1935/EG, declaration of
conformity available on request.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 10-00.003 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72415538
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

72415539
-

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

10-20.200 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
10-20.200

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PP

Cloth structure

Multifilament

Surface treatment

Heat-set and calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~8

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

15 ± 40%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

90

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Approved according to 2004/1935/EG, declaration of
conformity available on request.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 10-00.003 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72462848
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

72415547
72459357

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

10-20.202 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
10-20.202

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PP

Cloth structure

Multifilament

Surface treatment

Singed, heat set and calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~1

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

5 ± 50%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

90

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Approved according to 2004/1935/EG, declaration of
conformity available on request.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 10-00.003 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72415548
72415549
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

72415550

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

10-30.200 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.
APPROVALS
Approved according to 2004/1935/EG, declaration of
conformity available on request.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
10-30.200

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PP

Cloth structure

Needle felt

Surface treatment

Untreated

Filter fineness (µm)

~20

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

420 ± 10%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

90

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72381266
72361434
-

Type II

1000
1500
2000
2500

72381274
72373213
-

PTS 70 mm

1500
1750
2000

-

PTS 90 mm

1000
1500
1750
2000
2250
2500

72421175
72394903

Approved according to FDA, declaration of conformity
available on request.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 10-00.003 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.
Wash the filter cloth before use.

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

10-40.200 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.
Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
10-40.200

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PP

Cloth structure

Multifilament

Surface treatment

Stabilized

Filter fineness (µm)

~30

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

75 ± 34%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

90

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Approved according to 2004/1935/EG, declaration of
conformity available on request.
Approved according to FDA, declaration of conformity
available on request.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 10-00.003 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

72479582
72415559

22042021

Wash the filter cloth before use.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

20-10.201 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
20-10.201

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PBT

Cloth structure

Monofilament

Surface treatment

Calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~30

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

230 ± 20%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

150

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72432863
72432864
-

Type II

1000
1500
2000
2500

72432865
72442397

PTS 70 mm

1500
1750
2000

-

PTS 90 mm

1000
1500
1750
2000
2250
2500

72381056
-

APPROVALS
Not approved according to 2004/1935/EG or the FDA.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 20-00.001 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth
(Cricketfilter only).

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

20-10.202 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
20-10.202

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PET

Cloth structure

Monofilament

Surface treatment

Calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~50

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

330 ± 18%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

110

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Not approved according to 2004/1935/EG or the FDA.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 20-00.001 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72415600
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

72460071
-

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

20-10.300 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
20-10.300

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PETP

Cloth structure

Monofilament / Multifilament

Surface treatment

Heat-set and calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

-

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

15 ± 50%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

150

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Approved according to 2004/1935/EG, declaration of
conformity available on request.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 20-00.001 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72415608
72415611
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

72415616
72415617
-

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

20-20.102 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.
APPROVALS
Approved according to 2004/1935/EG, declaration of
conformity available on request.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 20-00.001 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
20-20.102

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PET

Cloth structure

Multifilament

Surface treatment

Untreated

Filter fineness (µm)

-

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

~20

Max. Temp. (ºC)

90

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
PTS 70 mm

PTS 90 mm

Length
1500
1750
2000

Ordering Code
76264450
70483753
70491560

1000
1500
1750
2000
2250
2500

70483747
70483748
70480870
70483751
70483752

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

32-10.200 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
32-10.200

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PA12

Cloth structure

Monofilament

Surface treatment

Calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~80

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

1500 ± 15%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

120

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Approved according to 2004/1935/EG, declaration of
conformity available on request.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 30-00.001 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72415645
72415646
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

72415648
-

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

32-10.301 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
32-10.301

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PA12

Cloth structure

Monofilament

Surface treatment

Calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~40

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

300 ± 30%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

120

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72415649
72415650
-

Type II

1000
1500
2000
2500

72415652
72415655
-

PTS 70 mm

1500
1750
2000

-

PTS 90 mm

1000
1500
1750
2000
2250
2500

70483293
-

APPROVALS
Approved according to 2004/1935/EG, declaration of
conformity available on request.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 30-00.001 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth
(Cricketfilter only).

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

35-10.103 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
35-10.103

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PA 6.6

Cloth structure

Monofilament

Surface treatment

Calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~66

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

~156

Max. Temp. (ºC)

110

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Not approved according to 2004/1935/EG or the FDA.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 30-00.001 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

72432848
-

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

40-40.100 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
40-40.100

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PTFE

Cloth structure

Monofilament/Multifilament

Surface treatment

Untreated

Filter fineness (µm)

~4

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

5 ± 100%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

250

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Not approved according to 2004/1935/EG or the FDA.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 40-00.000 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72481942
72415667
72415674
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

72415675
72433146
72415677

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

41-10.200 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
41-10.200

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

ETFE

Cloth structure

Monofilament

Surface treatment

Calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~25

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

275 ± 20%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

150

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Approved according to 2004/1935/EG, declaration of
conformity available on request.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 41-00.001 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72432133
72432134
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

72432135
72460645

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

45-10.200 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
45-10.200

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PVDF

Cloth structure

Monofilament

Surface treatment

Calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~45

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

210 ± 14%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

110

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Not approved according to 2004/1935/EG or the FDA.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 45-00.001 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72432874
72432878
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

-

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

45-20.101 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.
APPROVALS
Not approved according to 2004/1935/EG or the FDA.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
45-20.101

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PVDF

Cloth structure

Multifilament

Surface treatment

Heat set

Filter fineness (µm)

-

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

~7

Max. Temp. (ºC)

110

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
PTS 70 mm

PTS 90 mm

Length
1500
1750
2000

Ordering Code
-

1000
1500
1750
2000
2250
2500

70483757
-

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

45-20.102 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
45-20.102

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PVDF

Cloth structure

Multifilament

Surface treatment

Heat set

Filter fineness (µm)

-

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

20 ± 50%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

110

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72403974
-

Type II

1000
1500
2000
2500

-

PTS 70 mm

1500
1750
2000

-

PTS 90 mm

1500
1750
2000
2250
2500

70483765
70483766
70483767
-

APPROVALS
Approved according to 2004/1935/EG, declaration of
conformity available on request.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 45-00.001 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth
(Cricketfilter only).

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

45-40.101 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
45-40.101

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PVDF

Cloth structure

Mono/Multifilament

Surface treatment

Heat set

Filter fineness (µm)

~34

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

~70

Max. Temp. (ºC)

110

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
-

Type II

1000
1500
2000
2500

72465665
-

PTS 70 mm

1500
1750
2000

-

PTS 90 mm

1500
1750
2000
2250
2500

72398380
70483760
-

APPROVALS
Not approved according to 2004/1935/EG or the FDA.

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

50-20.200 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
50-20.200

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PPS

Cloth structure

Multifilament

Surface treatment

Heat-set and Calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~1.4

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

3 ± 50%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

150

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Not approved according to 2004/1935/EG or the FDA.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 50-00.000 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72415754
72415755
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

72487728
-

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

50-20.201 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
50-20.201

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PPS

Cloth structure

Multifilament

Surface treatment

Calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~5

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

~5

Max. Temp. (ºC)

190

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72470030
72463628
-

Type II

1000
1500
2000
2500

72487486
-

PTS 70 mm

1500
1750
2000

72422618
-

PTS 90 mm

1500
1750
2000
2250
2500

-

APPROVALS
Approved according to FDA, declaration of conformity
available on request.
Wash the filter cloth before use.

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

50-30.201 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
50-30.201

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PPS

Cloth structure

Needle felt

Surface treatment

Calendered

Filter fineness (µm)

~15

Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

100 ± 15%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

140 - 160

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Not approved according to 2004/1935/EG or the FDA.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 50-00.001 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72415757
72415758
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

70479425
72460647

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

50-30.202 Cricketfilter® Cloths
TOP CLOTHS

Amafilter® drain cloth are designed to maximize the flux
capacity and extends the lifetime of the Cricketfilter® element
top cloth. See our drain cloths datasheets for further details.
FEATURES
• High strength seams - no breaks. This brings downtime to a
minimum.
• Sewed in felt rings (where possible). This prevents mixing of
different types of felt. It reduces the time required to install a
cloth.
• Packed in labelled plastic bags to prevent the cloths from
contamination.
• Labelled plastic bags to identify the drain cloths.

SPECIFICATIONS
Criteria
Cloth code

Detail
50-30.202

Cloth use

Top cloth

Material

PPS

Cloth structure

Needle felt

Surface treatment

Calendered / Heat set

Filter fineness (µm)
Air permeability
(l/dm²/min) @200 Pa

100 ± 15%

Max. Temp. (ºC)

180

ORDERING INFORMATION
Element Type
Type I

APPROVALS
Not approved according to 2004/1935/EG or the FDA.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Use in combination with drain cloth 50-00.001 to further
improve the filtration flux and the lifetime of the top cloth.

Type II

Length
620
750
1000
1500
2000

Ordering Code
72474783
-

1000
1500
2000
2500

-

22042021

Amafilter® have developed a range of filter cloths specifically
designed for our Cricketfilter® system that deliver efficient
filtration solutions across a variety of applications. Our range
of top cloths are designed to perform with various liquids at
varying temperatures and offer the most suitable chemical
inertia.

Scan QR Code to find our locations
+31 573 297 777
info.fgnl@filtrationgroup.com
www.amafiltration.com

